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ON THE DENSITY OF SMOOTH FUNCTIONS IN CERTAIN SUBSPACES 
OF SOBOLEV SPACE 
P. DOKTOR, Praha 
Abstract: In the present paper, some results concer-
ning density of smooth functions in certain classes of 
functions £ e TT* (SI) are established. As a conse-
quence, some conditions are given under which the class 
of spaces W^ c lî  tends to some limit space Vf0 . 
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§ 1. Introduction, notations. In this paper, we use 
the notation of the book [11 • Let Jl c E^ (H & 2) be a 
bounded domain in the Euclidean space U w . We say that 
SI has a lipschitzian boundary d Jl (or Jl € 1l<0}'* ) 
iff the boundary of il is locally repreeentable as a 
graph of a lipschitzian function which divides a suffi-
ciently small neighbourhood of ill* point in question into 
two parts belonging to the interior and exterior of Jl , 
respectively. (For details, see [1, p.153 •) 
Let r c ^il be a relatively open set (i.e. open 
in the metric space dSl )• We say that T has a lip-
schitzian relative boundary 3 * SI (i.e. the boundary 
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in the metric space d SI ) iff it has the following 
property: 
Let # 0 be an arbitrary point of d* SI and let 
% (*0) be a neighbourhood of tf0 such that 11 (x0) n 
n 3 SI is expressed as a graph: x N » etCx^ ,..., x ^ ^ ) . 
Let further <J be the image of T n % (x0 ) in the pro-
jection on the hyperplane ^ , X^*--* ^N-t w^tn tne 
boundary <? G • Then <j has the same property as St 9 
i.e. (3 6 is locally representable as a graph of the lip-
schitzian function of if - 2 variables (obviously this 
definition is independent on the description of dSL ). 
By Hf^(SL) we denote the Sobolev space of all squa-
re integrable functions M, such that their first deriva-
tives (in the sense of distributions) 
dsu, du, 3AJU 
are also L#% -func-d*A
 9 d*a ' ••• d*f 
tions. Introduce the norm in W^ f >Cil) by 
(l) UI « IUL «*IUL + 2 l-f̂ -L J* 
where 
(2) l*L* < f UlV* J* . 
i 
By If * (SL) we denote the space of all square 
integrable functions for which 
(3) • * • < « < / r—-jsrn—^ct^? <a> 
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with the norm 
(4) I J C I J - I J U , _ --f l l^lSll^B? 3* . 
Throughout the whole paper we suppose a l l functions 
to be defined on E^ and equal zero outside their natu-
ral domain of definition* 
Let cdjfa be a moll i f ier: 
( 5 ) "k. 
«JH ex*, ; \*\ •* xu 
^ lx\*-Aia 
1*1=5 Jh 
Then the convolution 
i s well-defined for * c e L u f i l ) and i t s res tr ic t ion onto 
SL belongs to the space C**(J1) i . e . the space of a l l 
in f in i te ly differentiable functions continuous on JL to-
gether with their derivatives of arbitrary order. (For th is 
and for other properties of oj>%, see [ l , p.58, p. 60 3 •) 
Let o( m Ejf be an arbitrary point, x « Cx^, 
*a.» — *N-4» *N '• • V e w r i t * * o r brevity * » fx1, # N ) , where 
By /vuufvp, JUL> we denote the closure of the set 
• f * « E N l > U / C x ) + 0 } . Using this notation, we denote 
£(&) m <JUU m I™ iTL)\ VULVAL C SL \ . 
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§ 2. An auxiliary lemma. 
Lemma !• Let 3 be Jf-dimensional parallelepiped 
(7) 3 ~4o< € E w U ' c A , x M c C-(5,0)} , 
where A*(-ct,cc) and oc, /3 are positive numbers. 
Let G c G c 4 be a domain with a lipschitzian boun-
dary; let Grn, be a sequence of sets with the following 
property: for any open set U c A 7 G c % there ex-
ists m,Q such that for m >- *n>0 : G^ c % . 
Let us denote 3^, » (~cc,oc) x C-/3,/3 ) • Further, 
let us denote T a G x 4 0} and let K c S ^ be a compact 
set. 
Then there exists a compact set JCj c 84 (which de-
pends only on X ) with the following property: 
Let AJU i f 2 ( S ) he an arbitrary function which 
equals zero on F (in the sense of traces) and Aktufvfv JU. c K. . 
Then there exists a sequence x^,-tf^ e C CS^ ) such 
that *tcftft x<< c K4 \ I V , where r^ « G^ * i 01 and 
**>#,—** xt in the space W^ CiL) . 
Proof: According to the assumptions G c A , K c 3 4 
we have 
(8) / n t ^ ( d ^ < : G , E N H \ A),di6ta,E N\S y I)) = ^ ^ 0 . 
Denote successively 
"X 
(9) V a fff)* ix*€.A\dUu>t(*\ <?>< -|- A J , 
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ZACG) - < o , ' e b\cLLU(x\G)^ ^X ? , 
and, correspondently, 
U ^ C D - 11^CG)* ( - A , -A) , 
(10) V A ( D = V a C S ) x C - - | : A , - ^ A ) , 
X a . c r ) - VAC G f ) ~ <- j •* , £ * ) > 
Z A C D = Z A C S ) x ( - l A , ± A ) , 
where A is supposed to be sufficiently small: 
(11) X < 4 * • 
2 
Let us put Jh, «r — & and 
^ ( V , xN )~--u,(V,xN - iv) ^'^l«|)
 6 £ N 
<12) J" 0 x c W ^ C D ^ ( x ) « <{ 
tir^Gc) =* Ĉ >jfe, * ^ ) ( ) ( ) 
We see immediately that JUUX c Hf̂ *̂  £ ) . It follows 
from (8),(11) that &uu(up, urxc K^ , where 
X4 « -f * e EN lctf*fc(x,X)-* - | J c 3 ^ depends only on X , 
and that nar^Cx) m 0 for x e Z A ( D so that there ex-
i s t s im, (X) such that for any tm, >*/rn, (TO s (*ujip, #K) n 
*> Ha « 0 . In the following we show* HAJL - m^ 8̂  s —* 0 
for A —* 0 which proves the lemma. 
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Let lie denote « r - 3 N V a C D , P - Va <T)n 3 , **& 
S 2 - A x f-/3» J**») • The proof proceeds as follow*: we wri-
te imrx-AX,^tS 4ti*,-A4.xl%z+ *u.x-wx%AtV + 
and prove successively that al l the right hand terms tend 
to zero. The main difficulty is to prove that liol L n —> 0 
particularly to prove 1 v **• H0 p —• 0 . 
We obtain as an immediate consequence of the mean con-
tinuity of L^ -functions (see [1 , p.57] ) that 
B44,- ^x^i 2 —* 0 and> because of the absolute con-
tinuity of integral, 11 xt - M,A^ S.—» 0 . Further, obviously 
/ ^ e l T ^ N ^ C r T ) and ao a f e t f - ^ ^ - C ^ * ^ ) - ^ * ^ ^ 
"-* 
It follows from this implication that IMS%~WX '4,0 — * ^ 
and hence our task is now to estimate the function **rx as 
an element of W ^ CP) . To this end, let us denote 
A m VLX C D \ V A <IV . Because of the choice of JhS we ob-
tain for # c P 
(13) ̂ Coc)*/ c^C«~x)4£f*)4?- J T ^ ^ - * ^ 6 * * * * -
and, similarly, 
(14) <*x* 
Using the stan^rd technique of aollifiers, see e.g. 
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[lf p.58] we obtain I ^ - ^ ' ^ fi —•* 0
 and k«nce 
I'M/^BQ^P — v 0 in virtue of the absolute continuity 
of the integral. Let us now consider the L^ -norm of y^ . 
1) Let i m Jf 0 Without loss of generality, we can 
suppose that 0 has a lipschitzian boundary (in the case 
of necessityy we can replace the boundary of Z^CG) by 
the infinite differentiable hypersurface which uniformly 
approximates d G (see £21) and construct the domains 
li^CG) etc. with respect to this regularization). In 
that case, we can use the Green formula (see Tl, p.121J ) 
and we obtain 
Vw1 -X^^
C^C»,'-3A>W^>3A»V -
The first integral tends to zero in L ^ C P ) the se-
cond and the fourth equal zero for j(sF . Let us consi-
der the third integral 
vN,3<*>- J <*-(+\-±*»«*«+;--l*.))*** = 
-J1 o^fc-C^-lAM^Cf^-^*"*^ • 
We obtain 
-*£» - 2 "' * " +' 
(15) 
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and, integrating (15) over f we obtain 
We have 
(16) L <*i<*)d* ~c*7H . 
The Fubini theorem yields 
and thus we have 
• T M ' W * cn^"" /0 w *
a « i £ - | * » < V • 
Let us consider the last integral. We obtain for n£ e 
clL^CG) (supposing at first AA, to be small enough and ex-
tending the result by continuity): 
(Holders inequality), and hence 
The absolute continuity of integral implies 
and further we have 
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It follows from the imbedding theorems (see £33 ) that 
x*((<tf,', 0))c V, (A) and again from these theorems 
AJL, e L^ ( <9 G J in the sense of traces* Then the conver-
gence 
follows from the properties of traces* Of course, locally 
we have 
*C%»U2X 
where H is the intersection of VL^(6)^ G with some 
suitable neighbourhood Ie«« ,;» J M)l*"*!**^* fate^-a^ofe
1?*?)? 
of any fixed point of 3 (J , and a> is the function which 
represents d 6 with respect to the local system of axes 
I*,", XN^) sr (»^$... *H-l>
ZH-^ ' T h e f u n C t i 0 n 
is the continuous function of ̂  (see C3J ) and so making 
the change of variables ^ « zH-4 ~ cu^n^ and applying 
Fubini'e theorem we obtain 
q.e.d. 
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2) Let -i m Jf-4 . Similarly as above, by meane of 
the Green formula we reduce our problem to the considera-
tion of the surface integral 
(IT) I . Jh7A jjufd,?, , 
s 
& % 
where 5 * £HkCS)x(--r , -j~) . Paaaing to local systems of 
axes (zi9... ZH-SL,*>H-4>«t'H
) «*4»'"*W-2» **~! } * <*" *AM > 
as above) we estimate the integral (17) by a sum of terms 
1% | 
(18) X'j'd* ] 4A,*-(ix",a,B(z
n),<rH» \<l+\V*%U
n)\*'**n 
where a d is the local repreaentation of S • Easy calcu-
lation yields f Vcu& I <: C where C depends only on the 
Lipachitz constant of the function a, which locally repre* 
sente 3d . Using this fact we obtain aa above 
However| the laat integral tends to zero thanks to the 
propertied of traced (remember M,m 0 on dd )» q.e.d. 
§ 3. Den^v^LJthfiarems-
Theorem 1, Let il c I N be a bounded aet, £L c 9t . 
Let r c <9-Q. be a relatively open aet with a lipachitaian 
relative boundary; let L c 3il be a aequence of aeta 
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with the following property: fpr any neighbourhood % of 
r there exists m,- such that for /it»m,n TL a % . 
Let JU> e W ^ C J l ) be a function which equals zero 
on T (in the sense of traces)* Then there exists a sequen-
ce JUL^ e C*V3I) such that 
(i) JUL^ m 0 on the neighbourhood of T^ 
and 
(ii) M , ^ — * JUU in the space w"\si) . 
Proof: The domain A has a lipschitsian boundary and 
hence for any * e d SL there exists a cartesian system 
6c,p—X w)« C*', X w ) and a lipaehitsian function a, with 
the domain of definition A»(-cc,ec) e E W such tiat: 
(i) VL-Ux\*H)\*
%* A, o,6<$)-/3-c*N< o,<V)J c JL 
and 
(ii) Ym<(x\xH)\x>eA,cu(xn*XH*aCx*>+(licZH\Jl 
(cc >- 0, (3 :> 0 are suitable constants). 
Let us denote Z» ttuV'u*Cfo<f/^(w)iy€ A,* N= aCx
9)} . Because 
of the compactness of dSL we can cover dil by a finite 
number of such domains Z^, ^ « ^ 2 , # „ /m, # We can find a 
domain ZQiZ0 c ii and XL c VJ Z * . Because of the 
compactness of S. we can construct a partition of unit 
to this covering, i.e* a system of functions <p^ & eSCZ*,) 
( K m 0,4,... m, )%0**cpH/4x<\9 21 cp^Cx) m A torxmJL. 
We can now transform UK (ft s* if2f»* m) to the pa-
•J.,4 
rallelepiped S » (- cc, <*) x (-(3 , £ ) by means of 
the lipschitsian mapping 
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This mapping transforms continuously W^ (!£&) to 
W^ C S ) , see £1, p.663 , and jwufup <p^ to a compact 
set X ^ c S-, » T ^ C Z ^ ) . Let JC*,,,, c S ^ be the 
compact set from Lemma 1, and let 6^ c A , G*, ^ c A be 
the images of T*, C D , T^CTJ*) , respectively, in the pro-
jection along o(.y • Obviously we can find domains G'^9 
and Gftf^km. satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 1* Hence 
we can approach TK. (cp^ AJU) by the sequence ^ e 
c W^ ( 3 ) , Axwfvfv nr^ K c K^ ^ , The functions 
^^Jt* ^ (^mrf*,) belong to W a C O ( C c £ N is an 
if -dimensional cube which contains JX ), AX^^- 0 in a 
neighbourhood of f ^ and x t ^ ^ * x̂ g**, in W£i} (JL) . 
Applying the mollifier coj^, we can replace JuC^ ^ by 
^m- tv c C**(«ff) with the same properties. Finally, we 
approach juu<pQ by the sequence AJU^^ e. 3)(SI) and write 
**'*>**IU^O**'*"**' 1 *kich proves the theorem. 
Remark. Higher smoothness of SSL guarantees higher 
smoothness of the mappings T^ and hence gives analogous 
results for the space lff^CSL)f Jk, => A . For example, the 
following theorem holds: 
Theorem 2. Let SL c EH be a bounded domain with an 
infinitely differentiable boundary; let r c d SL be a re-
latively open set with an infinitely differentiable relati-
ve boundary and let r ^ c ^ i l be a sequence of sets such that 
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the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled* 
Let AA> e W^ (II) (fk, & 2) be a function which e-
quals zero on T (in the sense of traces) and 
d*JUL 
——5— * 0 (the noraal derivative) for *t, = 4,2,..,Jfe-4« 
Then there ex i s t s a sequence AJL^S U ( H ) , >"*„!,** 0 on 
a neighbourhood of T^ and >t̂ /n, tends to JUU in the 
Proof i s completely analogous to that of Theorem 1. 
space Hf^Vil) . 
§ *• Relations to the convergence of spaces* 
Certain assumptions are introduced in 111 (see p* 169 
and following) under which the weak solution of the linear 
boundary value problem XAA,» f, AA, -AA,0 e V^cW^ (£L) de-
pends continuously on Vjfo • One of these conditions is that 
V*j, —** V *n the following sense: 
(i) y * e ̂ 3 wm, * K* : -*-* —* ^ 
and 
(ii) v - n E.U Y.3 
(by LH3 we denote the minimal l inear space which contains 
M )• 
04) 
Let jfc« 4 , 1 ^ « -Cj* c T a ( A J l x t - O on 1^ } , 
V » <* , e i r ^ C A ) IAU » 0 o n r 5 
( r^, r c <9il are relatively open sets)* Theorem 1 gi-
ves conditions on 1^ , T under which (i) holds* Condi-
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tion ( i i ) i s satisfied i f in addition Tm SUmv T^ , i . e . 
oO oO CO QO 
r- .u n.11 m .n u IL . 
The proof is the same as in [1, p.1733 (see example 
6.4). 
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